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There are many well known and affluent designers out there to date. Many have brought

on new styles, whether that was posters, typography, etc, they all brought a new creative

vision to the table. There has been one designer that I’ve known about for a while that

changed the way I create within the world of design, Saul Bass. Born May 8th, 1920 in

the Bronx, Saul Bass was born in the household to Eastern European Jewish Immigrants.

He attended the James Monroe High School for which he earned his high school diploma.

In 1936, Bass received a merit-based scholarship to attend the Art Student League in

Manhattan. He later went on to Brooklyn College in which he would attend night classes

with a well-known Hungarian designer, Gyorgy Kepes. After graduating college, he went

on to become a freelance graphic designer for some advertising companies, including the

movie giant, Warner Bros. Later moving to Los Angeles, Bass pursued graphic design as

a commercial artist. During his move to LA, this is where some of his illustrious works

became to be. In the 1940’s, he took some of Hollywood’s projects in which he would

print work for film promotions. These were where some of his printed work, posters,

would start to gain traction. In 1952, Bass decided to create his own practice and just

within a few years, it was later established as a private firm, Saul Bass & Associates. In



1954, Bass was offered a job by filmmaker Otto Preminger to design a poster for the film

“Carmen Jones”.

Many people don’t notice, but this was Bass’s first title sequence, in fact he landed this

job by accident. As stated earlier, Bass had just moved from New York to Los Angeles to

establish his practice, in which he was contacted by film director, Otto Preminger. Having

shown his recent work, Preminger thought that Bass was the perfect man to brand his

film and with having those credentials, Bass started his long ending career as a designer.

To understand Saul’s vision for filmmaking, we need to understand the title sequences of

Carmen Jones. First off, The sequence is a combination of two simple, symbolic

elements: an illustration of a rose and a perpetual fire, imposed over one another for the

duration of the sequence. Like many of the other movies he helped brand, the title

sequences are the main factor in keeping the audience engaged. He kept that run for many

of the movies he helped brought to life down the road. The sequence is a combination of

two simple, symbolic elements: an illustration of a rose and a perpetual fire,

superimposed over one another for the duration of the sequence. Shown below are two

different versions in which Bass designed the posters for “Carmen Jones”.



Saul left a stunning impression on Preminger and was later offered to do the film’s title

sequence. With this Saul discovered that a film’s title sequence doesn’t have to align with

movie credits, but it can help improve the viewers experience. Bass thought that by

improving the audio and the visual sequence at a theater, it can help set a mood. After

some of his work showcased in Hollywood, he continued to work for several productions.

In 1955, he produced yet another title sequence “The Man with the Golden Arm”. This is

where his reputation as a designer starts being pushed. To understand the significance of

the arm in his poster for the movie, we have to understand what the film is about. The

film centers around a musician’s struggle to defeat his addiction to heroin. The arm

within the promotional poster showcases a broken arm which signifies the musicians

unstable arm. This brought on a sensational effect to the audience. The posters shown

below illustrates just how well it connects to the movie and its relevance.





Another filmmaker, Alfred Hitchcock, chose him to design for a few of his own movies

such as Vertigo (1958) and Psycho (1960). Not only was his movie posters and sequences

a highlight of his career, but the prospective clients he worked with. Some of those would

be AT&T, Quaker Oats and the Girl Scout Cookies. Not only was he phenomenal at

creating geometric shapes within his work, but creating simplistic corporate logos for

many companies. To have big companies coming to you for work to better create their

brand means a lot, especially if it’s just one person working on branding. Saul Bass’s

presence has been scene all throughout the design field and most of his work still lives on

to this day. An example of this would be the show Archer airing on FX. The typography

used and even the film sequences were all inspired by Saul Bass’s early work. Archer, a



fan favorite show, has been running for as long as I remember, but if it wasn’t for his

sequences throughout many movies, these wouldn’t hold up for very long. Bass was a

trendy designer and he’s influenced many designers to change the way we design. Not

only for designers as myself, but for many people pursuing careers in motion/animation.

The style in which he’s created has completely changed the way I see design and helped

me design the way I want others to see. To me, he’s taught me that design is subjective

and that people can see design in many different ways. Although, there are rules to

follow, some can be broken in order to achieve something different.
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